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Abstract—The fifth generation (5G) networks will provide local
high-quality wireless services, especially within indoor areas. New
local 5G network operator models, such as the recently intro-
duced micro-operators, are increasingly important for vertical
specific service delivery. The emergence of 5G micro-operator
networks in spatially confined areas depends on local spectrum
availability. In this paper, we investigate the performance of local
5G indoor micro-operator networks in the 3.6 GHz and 26 GHz
bands. We consider two uncoordinated TDD networks in ad-
jacent buildings sharing the same channel with different base
station antenna configurations and deployment densities. We
evaluate the resulting performance of the victim network via
system simulations. We have observed that the center frequency
does not significantly impact the downlink performance unless
the network is noise-limited. However, the uplink performance
in 26 GHz band is affected by higher coupling losses between
the base stations and mobile terminals. Our results indicate that
beamforming and wider bandwidths help to improve the perfor-
mance in 26 GHz band. More importantly, two indoor micro-
operators can successfully coexist with a very small separation
distance in the 26 GHz band, while in the 3.6 GHz band a
considerably larger isolation between the networks is required,
for example in the form of a much larger separation distance.

Index Terms—5G, micro operator, radio network performance,
throughput loss, spectrum access, 3.6 GHz band, 26 GHz band,
system level simulations, coexistence

I. INTRODUCTION

The fifth generation (5G) mobile communication networks
are expected to facilitate a diverse set of use cases, which
are key enablers of future digitalization [1]. These use cases
have been broadly categorized as massive machine type
communications, critical machine type communications, and
enhanced mobile broadband [2]. Serving the various use cases
is not an easy task due to their inherent requirements, such
as guaranteed quality-of-service (QoS) levels (e.g., reliability
and latency), enabling own management functionalities, and
specific security standards [3].

Interestingly, the development of local high-quality wireless
networks has started in standardization to allow the estab-
lishment of local 5G networks by different stakeholders to
complement the traditional wide area networks deployed by
the mobile network operators (MNOs) [3], [4]. Such a local
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high-quality network is expected to support the required QoS
levels, privacy and security, and moreover, its operation is
restricted to a spatially confined region to provide vertical
specific services. In line with [3] and [4], the study in [5] has
demonstrated that the QoS requirements related to the 5G use
cases can be achieved by densified indoor networks. However,
the success of these local networks will heavily depend on
the availability of suitable spectrum bands for local operations
with quality guarantees.

The micro-operator concept, recently proposed in the re-
search domain, aims at enabling local high-quality 5G wireless
networks to provide context related services and content to
serve verticals especially indoors [6]–[8]. A micro-operator is
a local and possibly venue specific service provider role that
complements MNOs’ offerings by deploying and operating
local (small cell) networks. Different stakeholders can take
the micro-operator role. As the micro-operators are expected
to provide versatile high-quality services, it is necessary to
provide guaranteed access to the spectrum with no or very
limited harmful interference. One way to do this is via so
called micro licensing model proposed in [9] for assigning
local access rights [10] with an appropriate spectrum au-
thorization framework [11]. Regulators are considering local
spectrum access rights in the upcoming 5G spectrum decisions
and some countries in Europe are in the process of defining
rules for assigning local licenses in 3.6 GHz and 26 GHz bands
following the opinions from the Radio Spectrum Policy Group
(RSPG) of the European Commission (EC) in [12], [13]. Since
licensing is a national level decision, the national regulators
in Europe can award local spectrum licenses as long as they
follow the European framework set by the and European
Conference of Postal and Telecommunications administrations
(CEPT) which are defined for the 3.6 GHz band in [14], [15],
and 26 GHz band in [16], [17]. More information on recent
3.5 GHz spectrum awards is presented in [18]. Harmful inter-
ference between two micro-operators can be avoided by using
an appropriate separation distance between these local license
holders [19], [20], and the separation distance can be further
reduced by managing the inter-operator interference [21]. For
protecting the possible incumbents in the band, the authors
in [4] have proposed a method based on an extension of
the licensed shared access (LSA) for granting local access
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rights. Furthermore, the work in [22] verifies the technical
feasibility of sharing the spectrum with incumbent users in
LSA framework. All these works highlight the importance
of facilitating guaranteed local access to the spectrum, by
protecting the incumbent users in that band, to enable a large
number local high-quality wireless networks.

In the starting point, 5G networks will be deployed in
700 MHz, 3.6 GHz, and 26 GHz bands in Europe [12].
While the 700 MHz band will mostly be used or is already
being used in some countries for providing outdoor coverage
through macro cells, the 3.6 GHz band will be targeted
for both outdoor and indoor network deployments. On the
other hand, the 26 GHz band will mainly be used for local
networks including indoor deployments. Hence, by looking at
the requirements of a micro-operator network (e.g., localized
deployment and guaranteed QoS), it is clear that from the
upcoming 5G bands both 3.6 GHz and 26 GHz are potential
bands for deploying such a network by various stakeholders.

In response to regulators’ initiatives, both industry and
academia have been actively involved in preparing for the
use of 3.6 GHz and 26 GHz bands by the 5G networks.
For example, the FCC has introduced citizen broadband radio
service (CBRS) to use the 3550 − 3700 MHz band (named
as 3.5 GHz band in the United States) for commercial us-
age [23]–[26]. In CBRS, a sharing based approach is used to
allocate spectrum, and the sharing rules are defined based on
the priority of the spectrum users [23], [24]. The successful
operation of CBRS depends on the development of a suitable
architecture [26] and the ability to coexist with the higher
priority users (incumbents) in this band [27]–[30]. This model
allows the establishment of micro operator networks through
local priority access licenses (or under general authorization).

For millimeter wave bands, methods like spectrum pool-
ing [31], [32], beam coordination [33], and inter-operator base
station coordination [34] have been suggested to enable more
efficient spectrum usage. On the other hand, the research com-
munity has also compared important channel parameters (e.g.,
path loss, delay spread, angular spread, etc.) [35]–[37] and
cost-capacity performances [38] in the higher frequency bands.
Furthermore, an interesting technical and economic study has
been conducted in [39] to understand the implications of
resource sharing in millimeter wave networks. There, the effect
of available bandwidth, network density, and user density on
the average and cell-edge throughput has been studied.

For efficient design and deployment of a wireless network,
it is necessary to define suitable technical requirements such
as carrier frequency, channel bandwidth, base station antenna
type (omnidirectional or beamformed), block edge mask, etc.
Then, an investigation is needed to identify the most appro-
priate combination of the above technical parameters resulting
in the best network performance. This kind of investigation is
important also in the case of a local high-quality network.
However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the existing
studies on 5G spectrum bands has investigated different de-
ployment alternatives for local 5G micro-operator networks,
and none has evaluated the impact of the selected deployment
alternative on the performance of the network.

In this paper, we evaluate the feasibility of deploying local

5G high-quality wireless networks in the upcoming 3.6 GHz
and 26 GHz bands. To do this, we consider a scenario with
two uncoordinated 5G micro-operator networks located inside
adjacent buildings. The micro-operator networks are assumed
to use time division duplex (TDD) and they are assumed to
be sharing the same channel in the absence of incumbent
users or an overlaid co-channel outdoor network. During
the system level performance evaluations we first consider a
single-operator scenario and evaluate the performance of a few
different deployment alternatives. Then, for a scenario with
two adjacent micro-operators, we evaluate the impact of inter-
operator interference on the average throughput losses in the
downlink and uplink. The main contributions of this paper are
as follows:

• We provide a comparison of different spectrum access
models that can be used in 3.6 GHz or 26 GHz bands
considering different stakeholders’ perspectives including
both MNOs and local entrant 5G micro operators.

• We evaluate the performance of a local indoor 5G
micro-operator network, in terms of downlink and uplink
throughput, that operates either in the 3.6 GHz or 26 GHz
band, deployed to deliver local high-quality services, by
conducting system level simulations.

• We quantify the benefits of using beamforming and wider
channel bandwidths for the operation in 26 GHz band and
compare with the performance in 3.6 GHz band.

• We evaluate the impact of co-channel inter-operator in-
terference on the average performance in the downlink
and uplink of the victim indoor operator network. We
also test potential options (e.g., increasing victim network
density, increasing channel bandwidth, etc.) to improve
the performance of the victim network in the presence of
co-channel interference.

One of the main assumptions for the co-existence eval-
uation in this paper is that the co-channel micro-operator
networks are uncoordinated, which in practice means that
the networks are allowed to apply different TDD patterns to
satisfy their respective needs regarding both the offered traffic
volume and the desired QoS. Furthermore, no interference
coordination mechanisms between the micro-operators either
on time, frequency, spatial or power domain are assumed. As
discussed for example in [19]–[21], the obvious price of such
uncoordinated TDD operation is the inter-network interference
between the downlink and the uplink resulting in high iso-
lation requirements between networks. By synchronizing the
networks, the impact of the inter-network interference, and
hence also the required level of isolation, can be reduced
in particular for the clearly uplink-limited scenarios [40],
but at the cost of a considerably reduced flexibility for the
micro-operators to satisfy their service needs. Therefore, the
approach chosen in this paper is to evaluate the performance
of a few different deployment options, affecting both the level
and the impact of the inter-network interference, to make the
co-existence scenario between uncoordinated micro-operator
TDD networks more feasible.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we briefly discuss spectrum access options for allowing the
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deployment of local 5G micro-operator networks. Section III
introduces the system model, including the assumed network
layout, propagation models and models for the radio resource
management and user performance. Then, system simulation
results are presented and analyzed in Section IV. Finally, some
conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. SPECTRUM ACCESS OPTIONS FOR 5G
MICRO-OPERATOR NETWORKS

Timely availability of suitable spectrum with large enough
bandwidths that support high throughput applications is seen
as the key to ensure successful roll-out of 5G networks [15],
[16], [41]. To facilitate this, the European regulators have
released or intend to release up to 400 MHz bandwidth in
3.6 GHz band and 3.25 GHz bandwidth in 26 GHz band [12].
In many countries in Europe, these 5G bands are currently oc-
cupied by some incumbent spectrum users. Hence, the national
regulators have to take appropriate actions to make 5G bands
available by proposing migration plans to the incumbents or
by enabling efficient coexistence techniques [41]. The other
important role of the national regulators is to propose a
suitable spectrum assignment model for defining and giving
spectrum access rights to those requesting them including the
determination of an appropriate geographic scope of spectrum
licenses [42] according to their national situation. In the
European level, the technical conditions for the use of the
bands are presented in [14] for 3.6 GHz and in [17] for 26
GHz band, respectively.

The licensing scope defined in a spectrum assignment model
can be either national, regional, or individual licenses, and
at present, these models are being used by the regulators
in Europe [41]. To allow the provisioning of local high-
quality wireless services [3], the licensing scope of 5G would
consider also the establishment of vertical specific 5G micro-
operators which calls for regional or individual licenses. On
the other hand, implementing local MNO deployed networks
is also a potential approach to provide high-quality services.
However, the successful operation of a local high-quality
network depends on the availability of enough spectrum [12]
to operate the network while guaranteeing the QoS required
for the location and context specific services. To this end, it
is essential that we compare the advantages and drawbacks of
implementing MNO driven (local and nation wide) and local
micro-operator driven networks in 3.6 GHz or 26 GHz bands,
and identify appropriate deployment options and spectrum
assignment models.

In Table I, we compare possible spectrum assignment mod-
els for 3.6 GHz or 26 GHz bands from the perspective of the
MNOs and emerging local 5G micro-operators. The compar-
ison considers both national and local spectrum assignment
models. Furthermore, we assume that the MNOs can operate
either in national or local level, and that the micro-operators
operate only in local level. The signs used in the table for each
evaluation criteria can be interpreted as follows: + represents
’YES’, − represents ’NO’, and v means neutral.

For both 3.6 GHz and 26 GHz bands, the regulatory burden
is reduced when the spectrum is allocated in the national

level in contrast to local level, since the number of MNOs
that operate in national level in a country is very few and
the complexity of licensing is reduced. This helps both the
regulator and the licensee. On the other hand, when the
licensing scope is local both MNOs and micro-operators can
deploy their networks locally. Spectrum assignment for such
local networks deployed by different stakeholders is creating
an additional burden to the regulator, as it has to introduce a
proper framework by well defining the key licensing elements,
such as license area, awarding procedure, technical conditions,
and mechanisms to handle interference.

Although the regulatory burden for assigning spectrum for
micro-operators and local MNO networks can be high, the
benefit of enabling such networks is that the stakeholders have
an incentive to bid and operate in specific areas. In the case of
nationwide license, MNOs often have obligations to provide
nationwide coverage, and hence, they do not have the option of
bidding and operating only in their desirable areas. Thus, there
can be issues of guaranteeing the return of investment for the
MNOs. However, local licenses do not pose such obligations,
and hence, the local operators can bid and operate only in
the areas of their interest. More importantly, the players do
not need a large capital to take part in the license awarding
procedure, and as a result, a larger number of players can enter
the market.

If the regulator assigns spectrum only to the MNOs to
deploy their networks both nationally and locally, this strictly
prevents small players from entering to the market, which does
not improve competition or promote innovation. This leads to
the conventional approach, leaving only the traditional MNOs
to obtain the licenses for a longer period of time, thus blocking
the emergence of new players to the market with different
business models. However, the concept of micro-operators is
about allowing small players (with various business models) to
emerge in both bands, thus enabling a competitive environment
to enhance innovations in these bands. One drawback of
enabling local licenses is the inability of providing nationwide
services to the subscribers. In both bands, micro-operators
cannot provide a nationwide service as they do not have a
network that can cover the whole country. However, the MNOs
who have local networks can facilitate this service, since
they have national networks that guarantee the nationwide
coverage.

As there are existing incumbent users in both 3.6 GHz
and 26 GHz bands in some countries, the regulator should
impose necessary conditions to guarantee efficient coexistence
between the incumbents and MNOs as well as between the
incumbents and potential micro-operators. The LSA concept
that allows additional licensed users in bands, occupied by
incumbents, is a way to introduce 5G networks to these bands
as the additional licensed users. The coexistence between the
incumbents and country wide MNOs in these two bands is a
challenging tasks due to the obligations they have to fulfill.
In the case of local MNOs and micro-operators that operate
in 3.6 GHz band, an efficient coexistence can be achieved by
managing the interference between the operators. To do this,
methods like transmit power control and exclusion zones can
be used. However, in the case of 26 GHz band the coupling
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Table I
EVALUATION OF BANDS AND DEPLOYMENTS IN DIFFERENT STAKEHOLDERS’ PERSPECTIVE.

Evaluation criteria
3.6 GHz 26 GHz

National Local National Local
MNO MNO micro-OP MNO MNO micro-OP

Additional regulatory burden − + + − + +
Incentive to bid and roll out in specific areas − + + − + +
Access to smaller players − − + − − +
Enable competition − − + − − +
Nationwide service + + − + + −
Efficient coexistence with Incumbents − v v − + +
Need for interference management − + + − v v

losses are much higher than in 3.6 GHz band. Hence, the
interference generated towards the incumbent users is much
smaller in 26 GHz band compared to 3.6 GHz band, thus
enabling efficient coexistence with the incumbent users. More
importantly, in cases where such coexistence is not feasible
the regulator may restrict the operation of MNOs and micro-
operators in that band. Nevertheless, compared to local MNO
and micro-operator network deployment, nationwide MNO
network deployment in these two bands is difficult.

Apart from protecting the incumbents in these two bands,
necessary precautions must be taken to avoid any harmful
interference generated by MNOs and micro-operators towards
each other in the case of local licenses. The regulators
generally issue orthogonal frequency bands for the MNOs
(who operate nationally), and hence, by using the existing
techniques the MNOs can efficiently manage the co-channel
and adjacent channel interference in these two bands. In
the case of local MNOs and micro-operators that operate in
3.6 GHz band, interference management is required as the
coupling losses are lower. However, in the case of 26 GHz
band the co-channel and adjacent channel interference is not
difficult due to the higher coupling losses in this band.

The above evaluation concludes that the local deployment
model for 5G is a promising approach to provide high-
quality wireless networks in these two bands. In the remaining
sections of this paper, we evaluate the technical feasibility
of deploying a local indoor micro-operator network in the
3.6 GHz or 26 GHz band.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

This section provides a brief description of the considered
network layout for a scenario with two neighboring 5G in-
door micro-operators located inside adjacent buildings in the
absence of incumbent spectrum users or an overlaid co-channel
outdoor network. Furthermore, the applied propagation model
for this deployment is presented. Finally, models for radio
resource management and average user performance are in-
troduced.

A. Network Layout

We consider an indoor deployment scenario with two
TDD micro-operator networks are deployed inside adjacent
buildings. The buildings are equally sized with dimensions
50 × 120 m, as defined in [43], and they are located at a

distance D away from each other, as shown in Fig. 1. The
buildings are assumed to be in line-of-sight (LOS) with each
other and only one floor per building is modeled. We assume
that micro-operator 1 (uO1) is serving the users within the
first building, while micro-operator 2 (uO2) is serving the users
within the second building. The users within both buildings are
assumed to be uniformly distributed over the modeled floors.
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Figure 1. Considered network layout and the model for building to building
propagation. The "square" marker is used to indicate a base station.

We assume that both networks are operating in the same
channel either in 3.6 GHz or 26 GHz band. Furthermore,
we assume that the base stations have either beamformed or
omnidirectional antennas (see Fig. 2), and the mobile terminals
have omnidirectional antennas.

B. Propagation Models

In order to model the propagation both within a micro-
operator’s network and between the neighboring micro-
operators, we denote the absolute value of the coupling loss
between base station b and mobile terminal m on beam n
as Cmbn and that in decibel scale as Cmbn,dB. The resulting
coupling loss can be calculated as

Cmbn,dB = Lmb −Gant
m −Gant

bn +Xmb, (1)

where Lmb is the path loss between mobile terminal m
and base station b, Gant

m is the antenna gain of mobile
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Base station deployment in a single floor of a micro-operator
network: (a) with beamformed antennas (b) with omnidirectional antennas.

terminal m, Gant
bn is the antenna gain of base station b on

beam n, and Xmb denotes the log-normally distributed random
value that models the impact of shadowing between mobile
terminal m and base station b.

The mobile terminal antenna is assumed to be omnidi-
rectional with antenna gain equal to 0 dBi. The base sta-
tion antennas are assumed to be either omnidirectional or
beamformed. In the case of omnidirectional antennas, the
antenna gain is assumed to be equal to 5 dBi. In the case
of beamformed base station antennas, we assume that the
base station antenna consists of 4×16 cross-polarized antenna
elements. Furthermore, analog beamforming is applied so that
a grid of 48 different candidate beams are generated. These
beams are generated within the range of approximately ±55
degrees in azimuth and ±13 degrees in elevation. The half-
power beam width of each beam is approximately 8 degrees
and the maximum antenna gain is equal to 23 dBi.

The indoor propagation within the floor is based on the
3GPP Indoor-Mixed Office propagation model defined in [43].
The path loss consists of both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-
line-of-site (NLOS) components, and they are given by

LLOS = 32.4 + 17.3 log10(d3D) + 20 log10(fc), (2a)
LNLOS = max(LLOS, L

′
NLOS), (2b)

L′NLOS = 17.3 + 38.3 log10(d3D) + 24.9 log10(fc), (2c)

where d3D is the three-dimensional distance between the base
station and the mobile terminal measured in meters and fc is
the center frequency in GHz. The LOS probability is given by

PLOS =


1 d2D ≤ 1.2

exp(−d2D−1.2
4.7 ) 1.2 < d2D ≤ 6.5

0.32 exp(−d2D−6.5
32.6 ) d2D > 6.5,

(3)

where d2D is the two-dimensional distance between the base
station and the mobile terminal.

While modeling the impact of shadow fading, we assume
that the standard deviation is equal to 3 dB in the case
of LOS and 8 dB in the case of NLOS. Furthermore, we
assume that the shadow fading and the LOS probability are
spatially correlated with correlation distances equal to 10 m
or 6 m (shadow fading in LOS or NLOS) and 10 m (LOS
probability) [43].

To model the path losses between different buildings (i.e.,
building-to-building propagation), we evaluate four differ-
ent sub-paths for each building, one through each building
wall [44], as shown in Fig. 1. Hence, for each link between
a transmitter and a receiver, the total received power is
calculated as a linear sum of the received powers from all
the 16 different sub-paths. For each sub-path, the outdoor path
losses between the outer wall reference points B1-B4 and M1-
M4 (see Fig. 1) and the building penetration and indoor losses
for both buildings are taken into account to model the entire
path loss. Thus, the path loss per sub-path is calculated as

L(fc)dB = Lin,1 +Lin,2 +Low,1(fc) +Low,2(fc) +Lout(fc).
(4)

In (4), parameter Lin is the indoor loss modeled as
Lin = 0.5d2D−in, where d2D−in is the two-dimensional
distance between the indoor node and the outer wall reference
point in meters [43]. Parameter Low is used to characterize the
building wall loss and it consists of two parts: one that depends
on the angle of incidence θ and the other that depends on the
wall material and the center frequency fc. Depending on the
desired building penetration model, Low is calculated either
as described in (5a) [45] or (5b) [43],

Low,LOS = 20(1− cos θ)2 + Lmaterial(fc), (5a)
Low,NLOS = 5 + Lmaterial(fc), (5b)

where Lmaterial(fc) is the loss due to the used wall materials.
The building wall loss Low is calculated using (5a) for outer

wall reference points B3 and M1 (see Fig. 1), and for the other
outer wall reference points Low is calculated using (5b). The
loss due to wall material Lmaterial(fc) is obtained by using
the model given in [43], and it assumes that the penetrated
building wall loss consists of 30% multi-pane windows and
70% concrete in average.

Parameter Lout is the outdoor path loss between the outer
wall reference points. In the case of LOS sub-path, i.e., the
sub-path between B3 and M1 (see Fig. 1), Lout is calculated
based on the free space propagation model, and the considered
distance is the sum of the distances in the outdoor and indoor
segments [44], [46]. In the case of NLOS sub-paths, Lout con-
siders only the path between the outer wall reference points,
and the path loss is calculated based on the recursive microcell
model [47], with a breakpoint for the path loss exponent at
300 m. Finally, the shadow fading model assumes that the
standard deviation is equal to 6 dB and the correlation distance
is equal to 10 m. A more detailed description and analysis of
the assumed building-to-building propagation model can be
found in [19], [48].
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C. Radio Resource Management and User Performance

In the system model, we assume that a user is served by
only one base station using a single beam. The serving base
station and the beam are chosen based on the coupling loss
between the base station and the user terminal on that beam.
We consider a round-robin scheduler operating in the time
domain for scheduling users in both downlink and uplink.
We assume that the network is applying dynamic TDD; the
downlink and uplink slots are randomly selected to have a
50 : 50 ratio in average. Furthermore, we assume that the
base stations within the operator network are synchronized,
which means that the downlink and uplink transmission do not
overlap with each other. However, the base stations belonging
to different micro-operators are assumed to be unsynchronized,
which in practice means that when calculating the average user
performance, each uplink (or downlink) slot will in average be
interfered 50 percent of the time by uplink slots (transmissions
from the mobile terminals) and the other 50 percent of the time
by downlink slots (transmissions from the base stations) from
the neighboring micro-operator.

The downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
of mobile terminal m associated with base station b on beam
n can be expressed as

γDL
mbn =

PBS
b

Cmbn (Iown
mb + Ib2mm + Im2m

m +NMT
m )

, (6)

where PBS
b is the transmit power of bth base station, NMT

m is
the thermal noise power of mth mobile terminal, Cmbn is the
coupling loss between mobile terminal m and base station b on
beam n. The notation Iown

mb denotes the inter-cell interference
generated towards the mth user of base station b from all
the other base stations of the serving micro-operator, Ib2mm

is the received interference from all the base stations, and
Im2m
m is the received interference from all the mobile terminals

belonging to the other micro-operator. If beamformed antennas
are used at the base stations, the intra- and inter-operator
interferences, Iown

mb , Ib2mm , and Im2m
m , can be expressed as

Iown
mb =

J∑
j=1
j 6=b

48∑
r=1

PBS
j τjr

Cmjr
, (7a)

Ib2mm = εd2d

K∑
k=1

48∑
r=1

PBS
k τkr
Cmkr

, (7b)

Im2m
m = εu2d

K∑
k=1

uk∑
s=1

PMT
sk τsk
Cms

. (7c)

where τjr is an activity factor that indicates the probability
(i.e., the average fraction of time) that beam r of base station
j is being transmitted, and uk is the number of uplink users
simultaneously served by kth base station. Parameters εd2d
and εu2d indicate the assumed inter-operator interference sce-
nario. When it is DL-to-DL interference, εd2d = 1 and εu2d =
0, and in the case of UL-to-DL interference εd2d = 0
and εu2d = 1. In case of Im2m

m , the notation τsk indicates
the average probability that mobile terminal s served by kth
base station is scheduled during an uplink slot.

For the base stations with omnidirectional antennas, the
intra- and inter-operator interference levels are given by

Iown
mb =

J∑
j=1
j 6=b

PBS
j τj

Cmj
, (8a)

Ib2mm = εd2d

K∑
k=1

PBS
k τk
Cmk

. (8b)

where τj is the activity factor that indicates the probability
that base station j is transmitting.

The uplink SINR of mobile terminal m served by base
station b on beam n is given by

γUL
mbn =

PMT
mbn

Cmbn

(
Iown
bn + Im2b

bn + Ib2bbn +NBS
b

) , (9)

where PMT
mbn is the total transmission power of mobile termi-

nal m associated with base station b on nth beam, NBS
b is the

thermal noise power of bth base station. The notations Iown
bn ,

Im2b
bn , and Ib2bbn are defined as follows:

Iown
bn =

J∑
j=1
j 6=b

uj∑
s=1

PMT
sj τsj

Csbn
, (10a)

Im2b
bn = εu2u

K∑
k=1

uk∑
s=1

PMT
sk τsk
Csbn

, (10b)

Ib2bbn = εd2u

K∑
k=1

48∑
r=1

PBS
k τkr
Cbnkr

, (10c)

where uj is the set of uplink users associated with base station
j, τsj is an activity factor that indicates the probability that
the sth user of base station j is being scheduled for uplink
transmission. In the case of UL-to-UL interference, εu2u = 1
and εd2u = 0, and for the DL-to-UL interference εu2u = 0
and εd2u = 1.

The total transmission power (in decibel scale) for mobile
terminal m served by base station b on beam n is calculated
as

PMT
mbn,dBm = P 0

b + 10 log10(β) + αbCmbn,dB, (11a)

PMT
min ≤ PMT

mbn ≤ PMT
max, (11b)

where P 0
b is the target for the received uplink power at the bth

base station, β is the channel bandwidth, and αb is the path
loss compensation factor. The notations PMT

min and PMT
max define

the minimum and maximum transmit powers of the mobile
terminal, respectively. The uplink power control is in this paper
assumed to be quite aggressive, aiming at fairly high P 0

b ,
while at the same time making sure that only a few users
are transmitting at the maximum power. A higher P 0

b allows
the use of a higher modulation and coding scheme resulting
in a higher uplink throughput. In addition, the uplink becomes
also more tolerant of any inter-operator interference. Keeping
the above in mind, it is straightforward to understand that the
applied P 0

b will in this study depend both on the assumed
maximum coupling loss and channel bandwidth. In practice
this means that P 0

b can be increased together with the increased
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base station density or when beamforming is applied, while P 0
b

has to be decreased as the center frequency or the channel
bandwidth are increased.

The obtained SINR values can be mapped to corresponding
user throughput values by using the following expression

Rmb =
0.8ηβmin (Rmax, log2(1 + γmb))

ub
, (12)

where γmb = γDL
mbn for the downlink and γmb = γUL

mbn for the
uplink. We assume that the average overhead due to control
channels and data retransmissions is equal to 20%. Parameter η
is used to indicate the average usage of the downlink and the
uplink as a fraction of time. The maximum spectral efficiency
Rmax is defined by both the highest available modulation
and coding rate and the maximum number of parallel data
streams for each link. Furthermore, the effect of round-robin
scheduling is taken into account via parameter ub. Finally,
if γmb < −10 dB we assume that Rmb = 0, otherwise Rmb

is calculated by using (12).

IV. EVALUATION RESULTS

In this section, we first evaluate the impact of operating
frequency bands, i.e., 3.6 GHz and 26 GHz, on the perfor-
mance of a single indoor 5G micro-operator network, by using
system level simulations. To do this, we compare the perfor-
mance of three different deployment alternatives: 1) 3.6 GHz
with omnidirectional base station antennas, 2) 26 GHz with
omnidirectional base station antennas and 3) 26 GHz with
beamformed base station antennas. For each of these deploy-
ment alternatives, we evaluate the average user throughputs in
both downlink and uplink, by varying the base station density
of the network, while keeping the total number of active users
with full buffer traffic unchanged. The different deployment
alternatives are then compared by evaluating the average user
throughputs considering the same base station densities for
all of them. Furthermore, the comparison is performed for
both the noise-limited deployments with a low density of base
stations and the more interference-limited deployments with a
higher density of base stations. In the second part of the study,
we evaluate the impact of inter-operator interference between
two uncoordinated micro-operator networks located in adja-
cent buildings. Again, we assume that the micro-operators are
operating either in 3.6 GHz or 26 GHz band, and they use
the above mentioned alternatives to deploy their networks.
Furthermore, we assume that both operators have selected
the same deployment alternative. For each of the considered
deployment alternatives, we evaluate the average throughput in
downlink and uplink by varying the channel bandwidth, base
station density of the victim and interfering operators, and
the distance between the micro-operator buildings. The main
simulation parameters are as listed in Table II. Furthermore,
the parameters related to propagation, base station antenna
array configuration, and base station deployment are presented
in Sections III A, B and C.

A. Scenario with a single micro-operator
We now evaluate the impact of the different deployment

alternatives on the performance of a single 5G indoor micro-

Table II
ASSUMED PARAMETER FOR THE SIMULATION.

Parameter Value
Center frequency 3.6 GHz and 26 GHz
Channel bandwidths:
• 3.6 GHz band 50 MHz
• 26 GHz 50 MHz and 200 MHz

Antenna heights:
• Base station (BS) 3 m
• Mobile terminal (MT) 1 m

Transmit power:
• BS transmit power 24 dBm
• MT maximum transmit power 23 dBm
• MT minimum transmit power −40 dBm

Receiver noise figure 12 dB (BS), 9 dB (MT)
Antenna gains:
• BS-beamforming 23 dBi
• BS-omni 5 dBi
• MT-omni 0 dBi

Maximum spectral efficiency
• DL: 256 QAM, 2 streams 14.2 bps/Hz (DL)
• UL: 256 QAM, 1 stream 7.1 bps/Hz (UL)

Path loss compensation factor (α) 0.8
Number of users 10 (downlink) , 10 (uplink)
P0 value:
• 3.6 GHz-omni −133 dBm
• 26 GHz-omni −150 dBm
• 26 GHz-beamforming −144 dBm

operator. Fig. 3(a) shows the normalized average downlink
throughput and Fig. 3(b) shows normalized average uplink
throughput versus the base station density for the different
deployment alternatives. The results have been normalized
with respect to the deployment that has 12 base stations in
the 3.6 GHz band.

To start with, we discuss the impact of center frequency
on the downlink performance. To do this, we compare the
performance of a network operating at 3.6 GHz to the
performance of a network operating at 26 GHz, assuming
omnidirectional base station antennas and a channel band-
width equal to 50 MHz for both of them. The results in
Fig. 3(a) demonstrate that when the base station density is
low, i.e., when the downlink SINR is noise-limited, the average
throughputs observed in the 3.6 GHz band are slightly higher
compared to the throughputs observed in the 26 GHz band.
The downlink performance differences for the noise-limited
deployments can be explained by the quite large coupling
loss differences between the two frequency bands. More
specifically, as indicated by (2) the coupling losses in the
26 GHz band are approximately 17−22 dB higher compared
to the 3.6 GHz band. However, as the base station density
increases, the network is becoming more interference-limited,
which means that the coupling losses have a smaller impact
on the downlink SINRs, and further on the downlink user
throughputs. Thus, in the end the downlink performance will
become very similar for both frequency bands.

Next, we analyze the impact of channel bandwidth on the
downlink performance by assuming deployment alternatives in
the 26 GHz band with omnidirectional base station antennas.
When the channel bandwidth is increased from 50 MHz
to 200 MHz, the received power spectral density becomes
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Figure 3. Normalized average throughput versus the number of base stations for 3.6 GHz and 26 GHz bands: (a) downlink; (b) uplink.

lower, resulting in a lower downlink SINR for noise-limited
deployments, and hence, a lower spectral efficiency. However,
at the same time the average user throughputs are benefit-
ing from the increased channel bandwidth (β), as indicated
by (12). The obtained results in Fig.3(a) show that even the
noise-limited sparse deployments benefit from the increased
channel bandwidth, which means that the positive impact of
increased channel bandwidth outweighs the negative impact of
reduced spectral efficiency. In case of the more interference-
limited dense deployments, the increased channel bandwidth
has only a small negative impact on the downlink SINR,
and therefore, a four-fold increase in the channel bandwidth
results in a nearly four-fold increase in the observed downlink
throughputs.

Finally, we analyze the impact of beamforming on the
average and cell-edge downlink throughputs in the 26 GHz
band. The results in Fig. 3(a) show that the average through-
puts obtained with beamforming are considerably higher than
the ones obtained with omnidirectional base station anten-
nas. For the noise-limited network, beamforming helps to
reduce the coupling losses compared to the deployments with
omnidirectional base station antennas. When the network is
interference-limited, the use of beamforming reduces both the
coupling losses and in particular the level of the downlink
inter-cell interference, because the active beams are quite often
pointing away from the victim users. As a result, the use
of beamforming helps to significantly improve the downlink
throughputs for both the noise-limited and the interference-
limited deployments.

To evaluate the impact of center frequency on the uplink
performance, we compare the results in Fig. 3(b) for the
3.6 GHz and the 26 GHz band, assuming omnidirectional base
station antennas and channel bandwidth equal to 50 MHz for
both of them. The results show that the average throughput
in the uplink is higher in the 3.6 GHz band compared to
the 26 GHz for all the evaluated base station densities.
These performance differences can be motivated by the higher
coupling losses between the mobile terminals and the serving

base stations, and consequently, the lower P 0
b values applied

for the 26 GHz band. For this particular case, the applied P 0
b

values are 17 dB lower for the 26 GHz band compared to
the 3.6 GHz band, which corresponds to the coupling loss
difference equal to 22 dB (for NLOS links) and path loss
compensation factor equal to 0.8. Due to the lower P 0

b values
in the 26 GHz band, the users experience lower uplink SINR
values, resulting in considerably worse uplink throughputs in
particular for the noise-limited deployments. In case of the
more interference-limited dense deployments, the impact of
reduced P 0

b on the uplink SINR becomes smaller, but there is
still a clear performance difference in favor of the 3.6 GHz
band. When it comes to the impact of channel bandwidth
on the uplink performance, it is important to note that the
applied P 0

b values have to be scaled accordingly in order
to maintain the same total transmission power levels for the
mobile terminals. Hence, if the channel bandwidth is increased
from 50 MHz to 200 MHz, the applied P 0

b values have to be
reduced by 6 dB. If the network is noise-limited, the uplink
SINR is reduced by the same amount as the bandwidth is
increased (i.e., by 6 dB in this case), while for the more
interference-limited deployments the SINR is reduced some-
what less. From the average user throughput point of view,
there is a trade-off between the increased channel bandwidth
and the reduced SINR (i.e., the reduced spectral efficiency).
However, as indicated by the obtained results, it is clearly
beneficial to use a wider channel bandwidth, in particular
when the network is dense enough to provide sufficient uplink
coverage (SINR > −10 dB) throughout the evaluated floor
area. As can be noticed, the average uplink throughput with
12 base stations and channel bandwidth equal to 200 MHz in
the 26 GHz band is approximately 2.5 times as high as the
corresponding throughput in the 3.6 GHz band with bandwidth
equal to 50 MHz.

Finally, the use of beamforming reduces the coupling losses
between the mobile terminals and the serving base stations,
which allows higher P 0

b values to be applied. For example, in
these evaluations the difference compared to deployments with
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omnidirectional antennas is in the range of 6−8 dB. As a result
of the higher P 0

b values, the uplink SINRs and further the
uplink throughputs are improved. Similar to the downlink, the
use of beamforming reduces the level of inter-cell interference
as well. However, since the uplink in the 26 GHz band is con-
siderably less interference-limited compared to the downlink,
the additional gain due to the reduced inter-cell interference
is fairly small compared to the gain due to the increased P 0

b

values.
The performance of the different deployment alternatives for

the single micro-operator case is summarized in Table III. The
listed values indicate the minimum number of base stations
required to achieve a similar performance in terms of the
average throughput. In this comparison, the different deploy-
ment alternatives are benchmarked against a deployment in
the 3.6 GHz band with omnidirectional base station antennas
and channel bandwidth equal to 50 MHz.

Table III
MINIMUM NUMBER OF BASE STATION REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE SIMILAR

PERFORMANCES IN DIFFERENT DEPLOYMENT ALTERNATIVES.

Deployment Alternative Number of base stations
Downlink Uplink

3.6 GHz-omni (BW = 50 MHz) 12 12
26 GHz-omni (BW = 50 MHz) 12 more than 12
26 GHz-omni (BW = 200 MHz) 2 9
26 GHz-beamforming (BW = 50 MHz) 3 7
26 GHz-beamforming (BW = 200 MHz) 2 4

Results in Table III indicate that the center frequency does
not have any remarkable impact on the downlink performance
of an interference-limited dense deployment. However, it does
have a clear negative impact on the uplink performance. This
is due to the fact that as a result of the applied uplink power
control with fractional path loss compensation the uplink
is less interference-limited compared to the downlink, and
hence, the impact of the coupling loss difference between the
evaluated bands is more visible. That is also the reason why the
downlink benefits more from the increased channel bandwidth
compared to the uplink. Finally, the values in Table III show
that beamforming is highly beneficial for the performance of
both the downlink and the uplink, in particular when combined
with the additional channel bandwidth.

B. Scenario with two adjacent micro-operators

We now evaluate the performance of a scenario with two
micro-operator networks deployed inside adjacent buildings,
located as a default at a 25 m distance from each other. Here,
we assume that micro-operator 1 is the victim operator and
micro-operator 2 is the interfering operator (see Fig. 1). We
evaluate the downlink and uplink average throughput losses
within the victim network, which are obtained by comparing
the user throughput values of the multi-operator scenario to
the corresponding values within the single-operator scenario.
The evaluation considers the impact of the building wall loss,
channel bandwidth, density of the victim and the interfering
network, and the separation distance between the buildings.

Furthermore, similar to the single-operator scenario, three
different deployment alternatives are considered: 1) 3.6 GHz
with omnidirectional base station antennas, 2) 26 GHz with
omnidirectional base station antennas and 3) 26 GHz with
beamformed base station antennas.

1) Impact of interfering network density: Fig. 4 shows the
average downlink and uplink throughput losses as a function
of the base station density for the interfering micro-operator
network. The victim network is assumed to have 3 BS/floor
and the channel bandwidth is assumed to be 50 MHz for
both networks. In order to study the impact of the density
of the interfering network, let us first focus on the curves
assuming omnidirectional base station antennas. It is clear that
the average throughput losses for both the downlink and the
uplink are increased as the density of the interfering network
is increased. In case of downlink the increased performance
losses are caused by the fact that when the base station
density of the interfering network density increases, the num-
ber of simultaneously transmitting base stations (downlink-
to-downlink interference) as well as the number of simul-
taneously transmitting mobile terminals (uplink-to-downlink
interference) is increased, which leads to a higher level of
inter-operator interference towards the victim network. Yet
another reason explaining the increased level of the downlink
inter-operator interference is the increased P 0

b within the
interfering network. As a result, both the downlink SINRs
(see (6)) and the user throughputs become worse compared
to the single-operator scenario.

In case of uplink, it is important to highlight that the main
reason for the performance losses is the very high level of
the interference between the base stations (downlink-to-uplink
interference) as discussed already in [20]. Therefore, also the
reasons for the observed performance losses together with the
increased base station density of interfering network are very
similar to the downlink: increased number of simultaneously
transmitting base stations and mobile terminals, and the in-
creased P 0

b for the interfering network.
The results in Fig. 4 demonstrate that when the center

frequency is increased from 3.6 GHz to 26 GHz the average
throughput losses become much lower. This is due to the fact
that the level of the inter-operator interference is reduced as
a result of the increased path and building wall penetration
losses: the building wall penetration loss increases from 7.7 dB
to 12.4 dB [49], and at the same time the indoor and outdoor
propagation losses become 17−22 dB higher (see (2)). Finally,
the results also show that the use of beamforming both within
the victim and the interfering network reduces the impact of
inter-operator interference even further, in particular for the
higher values of the interfering network density. The reason
for this is that the use of beamforming effectively reduces
the average level of the received inter-operator interference.
Moreover, in case of uplink the use of beamforming allows
the use of slightly higher P 0

b values, which makes the victim
network more tolerant to external interference. In all, the
results demonstrate that in case of 26 GHz the micro-operator
buildings can be located close to each other without any
major impact on the victim network performance. However, in
case of 3.6 GHz, a similar co-existence performance requires
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Figure 4. Average downlink and uplink throughput loss as a function of the base station density of the interfering network for the different deployment
alternatives. The channel bandwidth is equal to 50 MHz, and victim network density is equal to 3 BS/floor.
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Figure 5. Average downlink and uplink throughput loss as a function of the base station density of the interfering network, assuming different channel
bandwidths. The victim network density is equal to 3 BS/floor.

that the building walls have considerably higher penetration
losses, for example as a result of the use of energy-efficient
windows [48].

2) Impact of channel bandwidth: Fig. 5 shows the average
downlink and uplink throughput losses of the victim network
as a function of the base station density of the interfering net-
work, assuming different channel bandwidths in the 26 GHz
band. Again, the base station density for the victim network is
assumed to be equal to 3 BS/floor. Results in Fig. 5(a) show
that when the channel bandwidth is increased from 50 MHz
to 200 MHz, the observed downlink throughput losses are
reduced. This is due to fact that when the channel bandwidth
is increased, the power spectral density of both the intra and
the inter-operator interference are reduced, making the SINR
more noise-limited and reducing the impact of inter-operator
interference on the victim network performance.

Results in Fig. 5(b) show that as the channel bandwidth

is increased from 50 MHz to 200 MHz, also the uplink
throughput losses are reduced. The increased channel band-
width has a negative impact on the uplink SNR since the P 0

b

has to be reduced by 6 dB in order to maintain the similar
transmission power levels for the mobile terminals. Since also
the interfering network will apply a lower P 0

b due to the
increased channel bandwidth the power spectral density of the
inter-operator interference will become lower. As a result, the
victim network becomes more noise-limited, and the impact
of the inter-operator interference becomes smaller.

3) Impact of victim network density: Fig. 6 shows the
average downlink and uplink throughput losses as a function
of the base station density of the interfering network for the
different deployment alternatives when the base station density
of the victim network is increased from 3 to 6 BS/floor. Results
in Fig. 6(a) show that the downlink throughput losses are
reduced together with the increased base station density of
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Figure 6. Average downlink and uplink throughput loss as a function of the base station density of the interfering network, assuming different victim network
densities. The channel bandwidth is equal to 50 MHz.

the victim network. With a higher density of base stations, the
users within the victim network will experience both higher
received power levels from the serving base stations, and a
higher level of intra-operator interference. The latter is caused
by the fact that the coupling losses towards the interfering
base stations have become smaller, and at the same time
the number of interfering base stations has increased. Since
the level of the inter-operator interference stays the same, it
will have a smaller impact on the downlink SINR and user
throughputs. In case of 26 GHz band the level of the inter-
operator interference is much lower compared to 3.6 GHz
band and therefore the densification of the victim network has
a smaller impact on the observed performance losses.

Fig. 6(b) depicts the uplink throughput losses as a function
of the base station density of the interfering network. Sim-
ilar to the downlink, the uplink performance losses become
smaller when the base station density of the victim network
is increased from 3 to 6 BS/floor. There are two main reasons
for this: 1) a higher number of simultaneously active mobile
terminals within the victim network and 2) an increased P 0

b

within the victim network, enabled by the reduced coupling
losses between the mobile terminals and the serving base
stations. As a result, both the level of the received carrier
power and the level of the intra-operator interference increases.
At the same time the level of the inter-operator interference is
not affected, which means that it will have a smaller impact
on the uplink SINR and the user throughputs.

4) Impact of the separation distance between the two
buildings: In the previous simulations we have assumed that
the distance between the micro-operator buildings is equal to
25 m. Now, if the separation distance between the buildings
is increased, the corresponding average downlink and uplink
throughput losses become smaller, as demonstrated by the
results in Fig. 7. Specifically, in case of the 26 GHz band
the coupling losses between the adjacent networks are so high
that the throughput losses are very low even for the smaller
separation distances. However, in case of the 3.6 GHz band

there is a considerable throughput loss when the separation
distance is smaller, especially in the uplink. For example,
assuming that an average throughput loss up to 1% is allowed,
the minimum separation distance becomes equal to 430 m for
the 3.6 GHz band, while in case of the 26 GHz band the
throughput loss is clearly less than the required 1% even when
the buildings are located right next to each other.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have evaluated the suitability of upcoming
5G bands (3.6 GHz and 26 GHz) for the deployment of local
indoor high-quality micro-operator networks. To do this, we
have first compared different spectrum access options in these
two bands for deploying local vertical specific 5G networks
by either mobile network operators or micro-operators, and
concluded that local deployment is a promising approach in
both bands. Then, we have evaluated the downlink and uplink
performance of two scenarios 1) single indoor micro-operator
network and 2) two micro-operator networks in adjacent
buildings via system simulations. In case of the single micro-
operator scenario, we have observed that the performance
of the downlink is not significantly affected by the center
frequency, unless the system is noise-limited. However, in
case of uplink the network performance in the 26 GHz band
suffers from the considerably higher coupling losses between
the base stations and the mobile terminals. We have also
noticed that the network performance in the 26 GHz band
benefit greatly from the use of both wider channel bandwidths
and beamforming.

In the scenario with two adjacent micro-operator networks
in adjacent buildings, we have observed that the throughput
losses of the victim network increase as the base station
density of the interfering network increases. Furthermore, we
have seen that due to the lower coupling losses between the
networks, the throughput losses are typically higher in the
3.6 GHz band than in the 26 GHz band. We have also noticed
that the throughput losses within the victim network become
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Figure 7. Average downlink and uplink throughput loss as a function of the separation distance. The channel bandwidth is equal to 50 MHz, the victim
network density is equal to 3 BS/floor.

smaller with higher center frequency, the use of beamforming,
higher building wall losses, wider channel bandwidths, denser
victim network deployments and larger separation distances
between the adjacent micro-operator buildings. In all, the
results demonstrate that two indoor micro-operators can co-
exist in the 26 GHz band with a very small separation distance
between the buildings while having a very low performance
loss. However, to achieve equally low performance losses
also in the 3.6 GHz band the separation distance has to be
considerably larger or the penetration losses of the building
walls have to be higher.

We have so far assumed that the adjacent networks are
deployed inside buildings. However, in case of future verti-
cal specific 5G deployments, there could also be networks
deployed outdoors. One interesting extension of our study is
to evaluate the performance of two adjacent micro operator
networks when base stations are also deployed outdoors lead-
ing to higher interference levels. Furthermore, in the countries
where there are incumbent users occupying these bands, there
is a need to consider the impact of local 5G networks on the
incumbents which is easier to manage compared to nationwide
deployments. In the future, it would also be interesting to
extend our study to analyze the effect of uncoordinated in-
cumbent transmission on the performance of local high-quality
wireless networks.

Our study has also assumed that only the base stations
operating in the 26 GHz band apply beamforming. In re-
ality, beamforming would be feasible also for the 3.6 GHz
band, improving the network performance compared to the
deployment with omnidirectional antennas assumed in this
paper. However, due to practical reasons (e.g., antenna size)
the amount of antenna elements would be considerably smaller
compared to the 26 GHz band, resulting in wider beams
with lower antenna gains. Similarly, future studies could be
enhanced by assuming that also the mobile terminals apply
beamforming, in particular in the 26 GHz band. Finally,
based on the results from previous studies related to for

example LTE femtocell deployments [50], [51], LTE TDD
interference management [52], [53], and the micro-operator
co-existence evaluations presented in [21], it is quite evident
that with the help of interference coordination the required
level of isolation between the co-existing networks could be
further reduced. This would be the case in particular for the
3.6 GHz band, where the interference between neighboring
indoor networks clearly is an issue. Therefore, design and
evaluation of feasible interference coordination mechanisms
for micro-operator deployments would also be an interesting
topic to be studied further.
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